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Why are you here?



What are your challenges?

Time

Efficiency

Effectiveness



What's in it for me?



What would you do if we told you there is a 
potential goldmine waiting for you to tap 
into its ability to locate and connect with 

your ideal clients?





Why are sales professionals using LinkedIn?
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Competitive Analysis

Content Curation

Building Own Social Brand

Awareness Building

Contact/Stakeholder Research

Call Preparation

Account Research

Lead Development



Why are sales professionals using LinkedIn? 

✓ Simple

✓ Easy to use

✓ Free

✓ Effective

✓ Time-efficient



“Social Selling” refers to using social media 

platforms and other digital tools and 

processes to find and connect with 

prospects, increasing sales.



Social Selling = Relationship Building



Why social selling?

45%
Creates

more sales 

opportunities 78%

Allows you to 

outsell your 

peers by



Why social selling?

Experts believe companies reluctant to embrace social selling will be left 

behind in the next 5-10 years. 



Today, we’ll discuss

How to: 

✓ Optimize your profile

✓ Find the right people

✓ Stay in touch with existing connections



How to optimize your LinkedIn profile



First impressions are everything, especially online.



Use a professional headshot

Smile

Look straight at the camera

Have a clean, plain background

Dress appropriately for your audience



Have a descriptive headline

Use this simple formula for creating 
a memorable and eye-catching 
LinkedIn headline:

[Title], helping [prospects] do X.



Include a concise summary

Write a 3x3 summary: 3 paragraphs 
with 3 or fewer sentences each

1. Reiterate your purpose from your 

headline.

2. Get more specific about your 

work – projects, results, etc. 

3. Include a concise call-to-action that 

clearly states why and how a 

buyer can reach you.



Make your role descriptions client-focused

Use this space to appeal to sales 
prospects, rather than recruiters. 

• List all professional positions and 

titles. 

• Summarize your role – and be 

sure to list 3-5 major duties in 

bullet form.

• Keep the spotlight on the results 

you helped clients achieve, and the 

methods/tactics you used. 



Additional tips

• Use your profile to appeal to prospects, not hiring 
managers/recruiters. 

• Get rid of your resume-style profile and replace it with a client-
focused one. 

• Show prospects one thing: how you helped customers like them 
succeed. 

• Effective social selling requires your profile to instantly let viewers 
know you are an expert in your field – not a salesperson. 



Workshop: Optimize Your LinkedIn Profile



How to find the right people using LinkedIn



Find Connect Engage Build Convert

The LINK Method

1. Find prospect.

2. Make first contact.

3. Engage prospect.

4. Build a relationship. 

5. Move the conversation offline.



Know Who You’re Looking For

Before you start searching for prospects, have a clear understanding of 
who you’re trying to target.

List Basic Demographics
Note your ideal prospect’s job title, industry, company size, and company 
revenue.

Define Professional 

Attributes

Describe your prospect’s pain points. Determine what they’re already doing to 
relieve those pain points.

Identify Their Values
Determine what your prospect values most, what environments they’re 
exposed to on a regular basis, and what influences them. 



LinkedIn Advanced Search

Connections

Location

Industry

Company

School

Name

Title

Search by:



“The friend of my prospect is another 
prospect”

• Once you’ve found a prospect, 
navigate to their profile and find 
the “People Also Viewed” box in 
the right-hand column of their 
profile.

• Review this list to find additional 
prospects you may want to 
connect with. 



On average, there are more than

people involved at a company 

for any B2B purchase.

7



Finding the Right People

The key to social selling is figuring out which executives matter and 
mapping out the organization to understand key influencers. 

Executive



Did you know…

Cold calls have been ranked as the least 
effective way to gain buyer attention.



but

4%

87%

Only 4% of B2B buyers have a favorable 
impression of a salesperson who reached out cold

87% of B2B buyers said they would have a 
favorable impression of a salesperson who was 
introduced to them



How to Research Prospects 

In addition to the basic facts, your prospect’s profile may also give you 
insight into their personality, interests, and preferred communication 
style. 



How to Research Prospects

After skimming their profile and recommendations, try to gauge their 
character. How do they describe themselves and how do others 
describe them? 



How to Research Prospects 

Also review their highlights and activities to learn about what they care 
about. Use this info to build rapport in our outreach LinkedIn message. 



Sending personalized connection requests

Personalize your connection request 
as a way to stand out. To create an 
immediate connection, try:

✓ Answering the question, “Why is 
this person trying to connect with 
me?”

✓ Starting your message with 
something personal you’ve 
learned from their profile. 

✓ Finding a commonality. 



Sending personalized connection requests

David, I watched your presentation about ____ and I thought 

it was fantastic. I especially related to ____...

Lisa, I see that we’re both part of the ___ group on 

LinkedIn…

Bob, I met with Mike Jacobson yesterday and he suggested 

that we connect to discuss…







How to stay in touch with your 
existing connections on LinkedIn



Review your notifications daily and look for 

opportunities to engage with connections.



“Trigger Events” refer to an event or 

action that occurs, which can result in a 

natural opportunity for you to engage in 

conversation with a potential prospect.



They viewed your profile

Take advantage of trigger events

Your invitation to connect is 

accepted

They have a job change

They get a promotion

They mentioned you

They updated their profile

They like/comment/share a 

post
They post an update



Share great content to stay top of mind

Sharing content that is valuable to your ideal clients builds…

Authority Credibility Trust



Content you share should be:

✓ High quality

✓ Educational

✓ Solution-based

✓ Timely and relevant

✓ Non-promotional

✓ Engaging or entertaining



To become a trusted advisor, post

as much educational material as 

product information

4X



https://laerdal.com/us/resourcelibrary



Watch for anything noteworthy happening in 

your industry – then spread the word to your 

connections.



Nurture, nurture, nurture! 

✓ Become a resource for your contacts by sending them insightful and 
high-quality content.

✓ If you find an article, or something that’s of value to them, send it 
along with a personal note as to why you thought they’d be 
interested.

✓ Be sure to customize and personalize each message appropriately, or 
you will lose any benefit it could produce.

✓ Make all follow-up messages about them. 



Send Relationship Building Messages

ContentThank You

Move OfflineShared Interest

Hi Greg! Thanks for connecting. I thought 

you might be interested in reading…

Melissa, I noticed you recently posted 

about ___, so I thought I’d share this 

article about ____ with you…

Bob, it was great seeing you at ___ and 

chatting about [shared interest]…

Hey Christine! I’ll be in your area next 

week. Could I put some time on your 

calendar to…



Establish social selling behavior now, to position 
yourself for tomorrow...



Salesforce/LinkedIn Sales Navigator

• View LinkedIn lead and account 
info directly in Salesforce

• Leads and accounts 
automatically updated in 
Salesforce

• Your activity is automatically 
logged in Salesforce



How will you optimize your LinkedIn profile?



How will you use LinkedIn to research – and 
find the right people?



How will you stay in touch with existing 
connections?



How will you use LinkedIn 
when you get back to work?



Laerdal.com
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